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Brothers caught up in the slaughter bore the faces of men and women whom they had fought with and loved, and seen
slain in the same battles that had claimed their own lives. If the Space Wolves of the 13th Company had survived, they
would have been in a very different situation from their new allies. The Imperials had been in a position to retreat,
taking their wounded with them and leaving all the young blood in the maelstrom for the Wolves to kill. The Wolves, on
the other hand, had been brought to Terra by the force of the Warp Storms. The planet had offered a place to rest and
regroup, but there was no one there to offer the promised support. While the Vengeful Thule and their allies had borne
the brunt of the Imperial attack, the Space Wolves had remained beyond the reach of both Imperial and Traitorian
forces. The Wolves of Fenris of the 13th Company had no one to look to for help. They had no one with which to ally
themselves -- no contacts or allies. The 13th Company lacked support, and there was no one to offer it. All that was left
of the Expeditionary Fleet were the broken remnants of the Loyalist Expeditionary Fleet. The 13th Company of the
Space Wolves decided to make their own allies out of the wreckage. Seventy-two years after their Black Crusade, a bulk
of the survivors of the Wolfpack Wars returned to Terra, led by the High Lords of Terra themselves - Russ, Leman Russ'
first-born son, after the death of his wife, Hela Blackheart. For two years the heroes of that great Crusade slew the
Enemy's minions wherever they found them. The Chapter was then sequestered by the Astartes Praeses, the High Lords
of Terra's bodyguards, under the command of Kor Phaeron, Servitor of Russ, before he himself was slain by the Sons of
Russ during their Hunt for the Blackstone. The Chapter was then returned to the Imperium as they were the first of the
Successor Chapters of Russ to return from the Eye of Terror, and Russ was the first of the Wolf Brothers to return. In the
years after the Second Founding, the Wolf Brothers, based in the Old Worlds - which are now known as the Warp World -
bore witness to the Imperium's major victory over the Crimson Throne's forces during the Battle of Terra. The Wolf
Brothers Warriors were in the thick of it, fighting alongside the Ultramarines and Salamanders against the Imperium's
greatest foe. The Wolf Brothers were subsequently charged with the task of neutralising the remaining pockets of Chaos
infesting the Warp Worlds, a vast undertaking called the Gathering of the Host. Russ' sons have swept the Warp World
clean of Chaos, despite being told by the High Lords of Terra that their mission is folly, the Ultramarines, Space Wolves,
and Salamanders continue to struggle against the Chaos Undivided, this time with the help of the Beasts of Slaanesh,
and the future of the Age of Technology remains uncertain.
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Horus Kajarski from the 9th Company became notorious as the first to incite the Vexilla Abbaye to kill and eat mutinous
Marines. The Vexilla were not actually Space Wolves, but had once been. But years of war and plague had destroyed
almost all of those who had called themselves the Space Wolves. But now the plague was receding, the Magos Terra

Ast'rios and the Grandmother of Mankind, Ru'ngjin, wanted a fresh start. The defeated Magos had studied these
warriors from the lost world of Fenris, dreaming of building the perfect Space Wolf society where all men and women
were honoured and valued as no other race. Now, the Fenrisian writ was set to run wild amongst the Space Wolves.
Several of the Magos's chosen and educated warriors had soon become infected with the madness and the madness
had infected the rest. These Vexilla began to emulate the Space Wolves in their desires to expand their influence and

influence upon the wider Galaxy. The need for virile, strong warriors was paramount to the keep of Terra. Those
warriors, those girls, were the only thing that the Magos needed to do for the continued stability of the Imperium as a

whole. The Space Wolves had awakened, they had become Fenrisian. They had returned to the old ways of the Crimson
Wolves. Madness was their creed. Madness would become a way of life and madness would become the all-consuming

thing. The high-tech metropolis was located on the outer slopes of one of the planet's three major continents - the
second largest, named Urso - and thus enjoyed a particularly temperate climate and abundant rainfall. Though the
Space Wolves' homeworld was the capital of the Far Imperium, the Space Marine Legion of Fenris did not initially

possess its own Space Marine Chapter, as the Fang was built by the ancient Mechanicum as a laboratory and living
quarters for their god-like experiments upon the ancient Fenrisian world and its people. As mankind's survival relied

upon its primitive feudal culture, the Imperium's rulers decided that the Folkdom should not be granted too much
autonomy. However, some of the Fenrisian homeworld was given over to the Space Wolf homeworld's Wolf Lords and
their respective Wolf Guard regiments, along with the upkeep of numerous Space Marine Legions, Titans and Space

Marine Battalions. Space Wolf warriors were spread throughout the rest of the planet's lands, with many defending the
city of Terra's outermost suburbs, and some even sealed inside of the Fang's massive shield array. 5ec8ef588b
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